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The first two moni:hs of our participation in the ERTS-A progran
have involved a general preparation ifor the installation of
DCP's and the receiving, processing and a.i..:iig of ERTS-A
imagery and DCS data. We have subcontracted a portion of our
stuidy to the University of Connecticut, Storrs, Co!necticut,
whichii. under the direction o-f Dr. Paul Bock, Professor of
Hydrolog:, will aid in th.. analysis of ERTS-A imagery. This
contract will run from 1 July 1972 through 3 September 1973.
As soon as Our Supply Division issues the formal contract, we
will send a copy to you.
During the first two months, we had four meetings with Professol
Bock and his associates from! the University of Connecticut. lWe
also met with Dr. Duwayne Anderson, Harlan MlcKim and Ray Tuinstra
of our Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CkREL),
Hanover, New d Hampshire, whicl will also be cooperating with us
in this ERTS-A experiment. Two additional DCP's have been requested
in behalf of their participation which 'will be focussing on t+'he
study of th. possibility of interfacing soil temperature, soil
moisture and other environniental sensors with ER'S DCP's.
To date, :we have received no imagery. Four DCP's were received
on 31 May 1972. Two of these have been returned to G.E. for
reconditioning. . The other two have been deployed as the first
in our 26-site data collection network. (We are using one of
the snares as a testsite at our headquarters.) A miap. depictilng
the planned extent of this network, a listing of tle locations
and a series of stketc-hes indicatinrg the parameters to be measured
are inclosed for your information. To date, we have received
no valid data from the first two platforms. The problem is
suspect.ed to be one of interfacing ou!r sensors with the DCP's,
anid we are actively, troubleshooting the difficulties with the
aid of techniciains fron G.E.
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We are presently awaiting more DCP's, as well as news regarding
the pending' installation of a real time link for data acquisition
fromi NASA, both badly needed before a proper pursuit of our data
collection experiment can take place.
During the next two months, we will hope to receive imagery and
more DCS equipment, so that we can begin our imagery analysis
and also deploy enough DCP's to analyze the incoming inform.-ttion.
3 Incl SAUL COOPER 7
As stated Principal Inve,-igator
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